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ECI envisions a Democratic Republic of
Congo vibrant with abundant opportunities
for social and economic development.
Eastern Congo Initiative is an advocacy and
grant-making organization wholly focused on helping
the Democratic Republic of Congo rebuild after
decades of conflict.
ECI supports the education of the next generation of
Congo’s leaders, provides professional training
programs for former child soldiers, and enables
access to justice for survivors of sexual violence.
ECI also engages the private sector to build
sustainable economic development opportunities for
poor farmers in order to integrate them into the
global economy.

Through its targeted advocacy and media activities,
ECI seeks to amplify the voices of local partners to
drive engagement with the Democratic Republic of
Congo.
Eastern Congo Initiative also enforces the capacity of
its partners with workshops and professional
exchanges.
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ECI board members Maria Eitel
and Whitney Williams hosted this
year’s Clinton Global Initiative
breakfast in New York City with
guests from government,
business, and NGOs.
Craig Russell
Executive Vice President, Starbucks Global Coffee

Tom Perriello
Special Envoy for the
Great Lakes Region
of Africa

Dikembe Mutombo
ECI friend and supporter

President
Bill Clinton was
presented with Theo
Chocolate bars from
its partnership with
ECI

Krishanti Vignarajah
Policy Director at The White House, Office of
First Lady Michelle Obama

Ben Affleck Testifies Before the Senate Appropriations’
Subcommittee on State and Foreign Operations. $71.4
million in funding was secured to reopen a diplomatic
presence in eastern Congo.
Members of the Committee, I am here today to offer a case study of the difference our nation’s foreign
assistance and diplomacy is making – where smart, targeted public and private investments are transforming communities in need, advancing our nation’s interests and creating opportunities, both in the
countries we assist and here at home.
You have undoubtedly heard a bit about Congo – about its challenges and the worst of its past: two
decades of armed conflict; the estimated 5 million deaths due to violence, disease, and starvation; the 2.7
million people who remain displaced today; and the appalling levels of sexual violence.
But these statistics tell you nothing about Congo’s future, or about the extraordinary and resilient people
working – everyday – to rebuild their nation.
Despite the many challenges, the Congolese people refuse to be defined by their country’s past. And, in
spite of those who may question the effectiveness of our foreign assistance, I can tell you first-hand that
U.S. diplomatic and financial investments in Congo are working.
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High-Level
Visits to
Congo
Craig Russell
Starbucks’ Executive Vice President for Global Coffee

Making it Big in the NBA, Bismack Biyombo
Goes Home to Congo to Help

Theo Chocolate and Others Aim
to End Farmer’s Cycle of Poverty

Serge Ibaka
Oklahoma City Thunder player

Can Aid Work Itself Out of Business?

Vanessa Branson
Founder of Marrakech Biennale

Mr. Affleck Goes to Washington

Genevieve Roth
Glamour Magazine

Bismack Biyombo
Toronto Raptors player and member
of ECI’s Advisory Committee

Soledad O’Brien
PBS contributor

Kahawa Bora ya Kivu in numbers

Agriculture
Kahawa Bora ya Kivu (KBYK) is a five-year
investment project to strengthen the fully
washed, specialty coffee chain in North and
South Kivu. Enormous potential exists for the
development of the Arabica coffee sector in the
Congo.
Coffee was introduced to South Kivu in the 1940s and became
quickly adopted by its farmers. However, the onset of conflict in the
region in the mid-1990s prevented many coffee farmers from
maintaining their plantations. The liberalization of the coffee
market and the collapse of global coffee prices in the early 2000s
compounded these challenges.
In partnership with USAID and the Howard G. Buffett
Foundation, ECI is working to drive the revitalization of Congo’s
Arabica fully washed coffee. In partnership with four cooperatives
and over 5,200 coffee farmers in the region, ECI helps produce a
consistent supply of high-quality specialty coffee.
ECI has secured strong market interest in Congo specialty coffee
and works with four private sector partners in the processing and
trading value chains.
As a result of ECI and our partners’ efforts, Starbucks has
purchased 100 tons of Congolese coffee from our partner
cooperatives – enough to make more than 11 million cups of coffee.

5,200

COFFEE FARMERS:

$80,083
made in profits.
FOUR COFFEE

processing centers built.

THREE ORGANIC

certifications issued by

THE INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION

AGENCY IMO.

100
TONS
of specialty coffee sold to

STARBUCKS
– enough to produce

11 MILLION CUPS OF COFFEE.
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Economic Development
ECI invested a total of $435,538 in economic development programming this year. This includes our five local
organizations that provide small business management training to at-risk youth, as well as agricultural
opportunities to rural women. These organizations are Action for Hope, CADERCO, Children’s Voice, ETN
Vocational Training Center, and LAV.

Education and Information
ECI invested a total of $250,000 to increase access to education and information in eastern Congo. This includes
our partnership with the Christian Bilingual University of Congo, our investment with the Association of
Women Journalists in training promising young female journalists, and our work with Promotion of Youth
Basketball to provide educational scholarships and basketball coaching to local children.

Justice and Security
ECI invested a total of $250,000 to increase access to justice for survivors of sexual and gender-based violence in
eastern Congo. This includes supporting the work of the Women Lawyers Movement and the Panzi Foundation’s
legal clinics to increase access to legal services across North and South Kivu provinces. This also includes our
partnership with the Network for Security Sector Reform & Justice to advocate for security sector reform.

Maternal, Newborn & Child Health
ECI invested a total of $190,000 in MNCH programming. This includes our partnership with the Program for
the Promotion of Medical Care to reduce maternal, newborn, and child mortality rates in the Kamango region
of North Kivu. This also incorporates our partnership with Heal Africa to increase access to quality health care
and reduce maternal and child mortality rates on rural Idjwi Island.
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OUR PARTNERS’ PROGRESS IN NUMBERS

Economic
Development
The ETN Vocational Training Center was founded in 2008 to
teach at-risk youth and former child soldiers how to integrate into
Goma’s workforce through workshops in carpentry, sewing,
mechanics, tailoring, and welding.
The goal is to teach these young adults how to become highly
skilled workers in their communities so they can start their own
businesses and serve as community leaders.
In 2015, nearly 80 at-risk youth and former child soldiers were
effectively re-integrated into society and are now working to
strengthen the resilience of their communities. Nearly 20% of
them have created their own businesses.
Today, ETN’s centers in Goma, Masisi, Kibabi and Kitchanga
house 75 former child soldiers. As part of their re-integration
model, ETN offers therapy sessions and organizes cultural and
sports activities, including theatre, dance, and soccer.

Action for Hope (ADE)
300 rural farmers, 88% women

Let Africa Live (LAV)
98 young adults, 46% girls

• 88,545 kilograms of tomatoes produced and sold during
the main harvest season.
• $40,140 total revenue from this harvest period.
• 300 farmers trained in field management as well as
operations monitoring and evaluation.

• 48 graduates of the eight-month vocational training
program employed in seven small businesses developed by
LAV to gain professional working experience.
• 50 youth given literacy classes three times per week.
• 50 graduates’ parents involved in the professional skills
training program.

Support Center for Rural Development
(CADERCO)
256 farmers, 22% women

Children’s Voice
150 young adults, 50% girls

• 8,300 kilos of coffee sold with a profit of $24,900.
• Coffee producers sold their coffee to specialty U.S. buyer
Sweet Maria’s.
•100 members – of which 45% women – trained in best
practices.

• 75 boys and 75 girls provided with an education, vaccines,
clean water, and nutritious food.
• Medical costs of 120 women members covered.
• 32 radio shows produced that reached 9,000 people
in North Kivu.

Group for the Education and Training of the
Victims of Nyiragongo ( ETN )
154 young adults, 41% girls
• 76 at-risk youth and former child soldiers trained in
carpentry, sewing, and welding were effectively
reintegrated into society.
• Market studies conducted to identify employment and
small business opportunities.
• Three weekly radio shows broadcast on the importance
of reintegrating at-risk youth into their communities.
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SUCCESS STORY:

Economic Development
“Before going through the training, life was difficult. In my big family, when there was
food, we ate; when there was not, we’d sleep instead. Sewing is helping me to ready
my future: It will help my child to grow well, to stay healthy, and to study to any level
she chooses.”

- Shukuru
Children’s Voice graduate
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OUR PARTNERS’ PROGRESS IN NUMBERS

Education &
Information
It is impossible to understate the importance of radio in the
Democratic Republic of Congo. The Association of Women
Journalists (AFEM) understands the incredible power of radio in
Congo and has a vision to transform women’s place in society
through the airwaves.
With ECI’s investment and technical support, AFEM has created
six rural radio clubs in the Katana region of South Kivu
province, where women journalists collect information and stories
from their local communities.

Christian Bilingual University of Congo (UCBC)
(52 university students, 46% women)
• 40x60 demonstration farms cultivated to introduce the
best practice methods to the local community.
• Nine members of UCBC’s staff and students trained in
environmental and agricultural conservation.
• 40 members of the UCBC community trained in GIS
technology.

Women’s Media Association ( AFEM )
(65 journalists, 92% women)

AFEM has bought radio equipment and recruited journalists for
the team, while providing basic recording equipment and tools to
the radio clubs. ECI’s investments have also helped launch one
radio station in South Kivu, providing impartial information to
over 600,000 people in the region.

• 192 shows produced on women’s rights.
• 10 radio shows developed by women members of
the radio clubs to be broadcast on “Mama FM.”
• 13 journalists - of which 77% are women - received
training in interviewing techniques, reporting, magazine
writing, as well as a course in the basics of journalism.

Together, ECI and Falcon Coffees have financed AFEM’s own
radio station that broadcasts coffee training programs to the
hundreds of thousands of women that grow, pick, and carry
coffee every day in the Kivu Provinces. “Mama Radio” also allows
AFEM to broadcast 12 weekly shows in Swahili and French on
issues including:

Promotion of Youth Basketball ( PJB )
(1,150 children, 35% girls)

• Democracy and human rights
• Good governance
• Peace and security
• Social justice
• Women’s access to resources
• Reproductive health and gender
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• 50 school and university scholarships supported for
PJB players with a 99% success rate in school results.
• 10 PJB coaches supported in completing their
International Basketball Federation (FIBA) level-one
coaching qualification.
• Non-formal education for more than 1,200 children
through ‘Life Skills’ curriculum.
2015 ECI Annual Report I 23

SUCCESS STORY:

Education and Information
“Before joining PJB, I was desperate and scared because of the life I was living. Thanks
to PJB I have learned how to live with others. Today I am no longer afraid of the future,
I am no longer angry, and instead I feel hopeful.”

- Claudine

Orphan and abandoned by her mother
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OUR PARTNERS’ PROGRESS IN NUMBERS

Justice &
Security
Determined to challenge the culture of impunity surrounding sexual
and gender-based violence in eastern Congo, a group of female lawyers
who went to law school together founded La Dynamique des Femmes
Juristes in 2001 to provide legal support for female victims of rights
abuses, including inheritance rights and sexual violence.
The seven full-time lawyers and handful of volunteers put themselves at risk
to protect the rights of women. In 2015, DFJ provided legal assistance to 50
female survivors of sexual and gender-based violence with a 58% success
rate.
DFJ trains paralegals in rural areas who receive complaints from the
community and either call both parties for mediation or refer the case to
DFJ for prosecution. This system plays a crucial role to ensure rural
women have access to justice.
Dynamic of Women Lawyers also identifies strong female community
leaders and encourages them to run for office in provincial elections, all
the while advocating for laws strengthening women’s participation in
Congo’s political life.
Maître Claudine, who leads DFJ, dreams of a Congo where justice is
accessible to everyone without any discrimination and where women
without a voice can obtain justice.
Despite the enormous challenges of her work, Maître Claudine is
encouraged by the positive changes she brings to marginalized members of
the community. “What keeps me going is the realization of these women
that they can take charge of their lives and have a better future.”
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Women Lawyers’ Movement (DFJ)

(92 survivors of sexual and gender-based violence,
100% women)
• Over $1,000 in reparations obtained to survivors
of sexual violence.
• 42 women trained to run as candidates for public office.
• 96 radio shows broadcast on human and women’s rights.

Panzi Foundation

(50 survivors of sexual and gender-based violence,
100% women)
• 81 radio programs concerning women’s rights, children’s
rights, and sexual harassment broadcast in South Kivu.
• 47 cases of sexual violence filed and closed in South Kivu.
• 3 legal clinics in Kalehe, Kabare, Walungu (South Kivu)
operational.

Network for Security Sector
Reform & Justice (RRSSJ)
• Advocated for the implementation of the UN-sponsored
Peace, Security & Cooperation Framework (PSCF).
• Published a report evaluating the Government’s progress
on these key reforms.
• The report attracted significant media attention and
received praise from national and international actors,
including UN Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon.
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SUCCESS STORY:

Justice and Security
“It was hard for me to trust the Congolese judicial system, but I also had a hard time
believing that an organization could help me and my young daughter without wanting
anything in return. When I first learned about DFJ I hesitantly reached out to them, but
today I voluntarily tell others about DFJ’s legal clinics so that anyone who needs it can
benefit from their help and obtain justice.”

- Parent of a 14-year-old rape victim
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OUR PARTNERS’ PROGRESS IN NUMBERS

Health
The Program for the Promotion of Primary Health Care
strongly believes women have a central role in both the
family and the nation.
Working with ECI since 2015, PPSSP supports efforts to
reduce maternal, newborn, and child mortality rates in the
Kamango region of North Kivu province.
In partnership with ECI and Theo Chocolate, PPSPP has
launched a Maternal Mortality Reduction Program
in Watalinga
to
educate
women
in
cocoafarming communities about the benefits of regular preand post-natal check ups and giving birth in a hospital.
After less than a year of working in six of the 13 health
zones, PPSSP has contributed to the elimination of
maternal and newborn deaths, bringing maternal and
childhood deaths from 45 to 0.
As a result of PPSSP’s efforts, nearly 4,500 cocoa farmers
have learned about family planning, 665 families have
saved money for health-care costs, and over 60 children
were born in hospitals instead of at home.
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HEAL AFRICA
2,132 patients, 50% women
• Seven health centers in target areas expanded
to improve the safe motherhood program on
Idjwi Island.
• 48 training sessions for birth attendants and
support staff organized.
• Healthcare costs for 1,066 people covered
through mutual health insurance groups.

Program for the Promotion of Primary
Health Care ( PPSSP )
728 patients, 62% women
• Maternal and newborn deaths eliminated in
six of the 13 health zones in Watalinga.
• Mothers’ use of post-natal health services
increased by 50%.
• The number of childbirths assisted by medical
professionals increased by 7%.
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SUCCESS STORY:

Health

“During the training sessions I couldn’t understand how a husband could be asked to
do the tasks that in our social environment are supposed to be taken care of by women.
Today I accompany my wife to the prenatal appointments, I get water, and I clean the
children. I have understood that there are no tasks reserved for women or men only.”

- Antoine

Member of group of men trained in best practices by HEAL Africa
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2015
Financial
Summary
In just a few short years, ECI has built a lean
and efficient financial operation. Good
financial stewardship and accountability are
core values that drive our work.

ECI 2015 EXPENSE ALLOCATION
Programs and Grants ___________________$3,017,092
Administrative __________________________$334,024
Fundraising_____________________________$203,021
Total:_______________________________$3,554,137

2015 ASSETS
Cash ________________________________ $1,188,654
Pledge Receivables _______________________$180,000
Prepaid Expenses and Other Assets _________ $117,542
Total Assets: __________________________ $1,486,196

2015 LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Total Liabilities _________________________ $157,245
Temporary Restricted Net Assets _____________ $12,500
Unrestricted ___________________________ $1,316,451
Total Net Assets and Liabilities: ___________ $1,486,196
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CONGOLESE LED

SOLUTIONS

@EasternCongo
EasternCongoInitiative
easterncongo
Eastern Congo Initiative

1875 connecticut Ave NW
10th floor
Washington D.C 20009

